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slave of the law."* Even with complete freedom of the Press,
and unlimited rights of meeting and associations, it is still
the chasing of the old will-o'-the-wisp, "the perfectly free
individual in the strong State."
In his social outlook Simon reveals the same contradictions
as other Liberal thinkers. As early as 1848 he proclaimed
that social questions were more important than any political
problems, but shows the same reluctance to take any action
about them, to face the fact that the " freedom " of all alike
must ultimately mean the subjection of the economically weak
to the economically strong. To fix hours of labour or wages is
to deprive manufacturers of their freedom: freedom is life
besides, and life is struggle. Your social " demands " amount
really to adding the evil of hatred to that of poverty; as to
competition, the evils it produces are temporary evils that must
be neither denied nor exaggerated.2 Like all Liberals, Simon is
hypnotized by the fear of what was already called Indifferently
Communism or Socialism. They had been scared by the events
of 1848 ; those of 1871 naturally intensified this fear.
Interesting as these four were in many aspects of their lives
and thought, none of them can claim any marked originality
or creative power. With varying felicity or expression, they did
little more than echo the more negative aspects of Tocqueville,
without having grasped those constructive progressive elements
of his system which would have enabled him to adapt it to
changing conditions when something more was wanted than
the restoration of the liberty of the Press or some measure
of decentralization. Somewhat more original, if among the
philosophi mlnores of the period, is Dupont-White,3 whom
we find declaring in his VIndividu et I'Etat that war can
bind together in a solid bundle what are otherwise disunited
elements. He was the one Liberal in fact who had the logic
1	Politique radicate, p. 33.
2	Libertt de Conscience, pp. 295, 300.
* Cliarles Brook Dupont-White (1807-1878): lawyer and Civil Servant.
Chief works: Ulndividu et P£tat (1857), La Centralisation (1860), La
Libertt folltlque (1864), Le Progres politique en France (1868), La Politique
actudle (1875). -
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